TEQUILA
TRES TOÑOS ®

BLANCO

100% Agave

AÑEJO

SKU: 7502211470342

Age: 18 months

Our youngest creation of this spirit, in

Barrel: American bourbon

which you can enjoy the purity and

SKU: 7502211470359

true soul of a tequila as well as Mother

The closest you get to Islay in Jalisco.

It is the year 1942 when the love story of this

Nature’s influence on the spiked blue

Herbs, flowers and notes of tar define

land is written, start a tradition full delivery,

agave. Our Blanco tequila reveals

this smoky tequila. It opens softly with

commitment, dedication and great respect for

transparency in color, high agave notes

aromas of honey, relatively dry, grows

the legacy of all time devoted to the work

and earthy notes to the palate with a

into a fine balanced aromas of smoke.

of

warm but smooth finish.

producing

“Tequila”.

Activity

became

primarily a “gift” for those who undertook this

This is a perfect and lighter alternative
for those who love smoky single-malt

task full of multiple processes, care and

REPOSADO

patience, features very few who joined one

Age: 6 months

whisky.

feeling: “The love of country, family, to which

Barrel: American bourbon

EXTRA AÑEJO

the Nature offers, learn from it and inherit.

Reveals a light color and wood driven

Age: 42 months

•

vanilla and caramel flavors. This is the

Barrel: American bourbon

perfect alternative for the smoky malt

This masterpiece is made to satisfy

Capacity

•

750 ml

•

Alc. Vol.

Jalisco (Los Valles)

•

40%

•

Origin
México

Region

NOM
1459

•

Distillery
Tequila Selecto de
Amatitán

whiskey-lover. Our Reposado tequila is

the most refine and demanding pallets

made in the lowlands and known for a

and serious connoisseurs of such spirit.

highly smoky character that to us would

Beautiful rich golden color. Very robust

imply a Mescal like (or even Islay scotch-

on the palate, with a bold and vibrant

like) flavor.

complexity, the finish is sweet with
spices and exotic woody flavors. Further
more we went the extra mile and we got
this Tequila Kosher Certified by KMD

